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The Olympics: Not Necessarily Bringing Sexy Back 

 The Olympic Games, held every four years, is the world’s premier sporting event. 

Alternating between Summer and Winter Games, thousands of top athletes from over 200 

countries compete. The Olympics draw millions of television viewers who cheer on their 

nation’s athletes in hope of bringing home the gold. Every two years, thousands of people 

flock to the host city to attend the Olympics live. The Games bring people from all over the 

world together, and they are often viewed as “a force of good” that promotes justice, peace, 

and universal friendship (Black, David, and Shona Bezanson 1245). Yet whenever there is a 

large-scale event that draws huge crowds to a city, there are always social impacts on the 

local community, and the sex industry is never left untouched. It is often said that the 

Olympic Games cause a significant increase in sex trafficking in host cities. However, the 

Olympics have not been proven to increase sex trafficking, although they do have a 

significant and negative impact on the local sex industry as well as the citizens, NGOs, and 

governments involved. Examining the negative effects of the 2010 and 2012 Olympics on 

the sex industry in Vancouver and London will bring light to the expected effect on Rio de 

Janerio during their 2016 Games. Understanding the negative effects of the Olympics will 

help NGOs know how to best aid sex workers and vulnerable women at the Rio Games. 

 The sex industry is closely tied to the issue of human trafficking. The end of the 

twentieth century saw a surge in trafficking, partly due to globalization and the fall of the 

Soviet Union (Mameli 67). With more slaves in the world today than ever before, and 
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having annual revenue of around $32 billion dollars, human trafficking is the second 

largest and fastest-growing criminal industry on the globe (Lyonnais). Eighty percent of 

victims in the human trafficking industry are women, and fifty percent are children 

(Baumann 2).  Sex exploitation, or sex trafficking, is the most common form of human 

trafficking, and often involves forced prostitution, rape, pedophilia, and involvement in 

pornography (Lyonnais).  

 In recent years, as sex trafficking has become a prevalent issue, governments, faith 

communities, non-profit organizations, and individuals have taken notice and have begun 

to combat trafficking. As awareness about human trafficking has grown, a number of NGOs 

have recently suggested that major sporting events, such as the Olympics, lead to an 

increase in sex trafficking in the host city. There is much debate about whether sporting 

events actually increase sex trafficking or not; and a representative from Stop the Traffik, a 

UK NGO, claims that, “human trafficking at major sporting events including the Olympics, 

the World Cup, and the Super Bowl has been escalating since 2004, when sex trafficking at 

the Athens Olympics first became an issue” (Lyonnais). The 2004 Athens Olympic is cited 

as the first large sporting event to cause widespread concern regarding sex trafficking and 

prostitution; some reports state that sex trafficking in Athens nearly doubled as a result of 

the Olympics (Cacciottolo). Since the Athens Games, hype surrounding the issue of sex 

trafficking at the Olympics has cast an accusatory shadow on other Olympic Games, as well 

as the Super Bowl and the World Cup. The Stop the Traffik representative admitted that, 

“there is concern that these are myths, simply fear tactics that drive the cost of major 

sporting events up exponentially” (Lyonnais). 

http://stream.aljazeera.com/story/olympic-sex-trafficking-myth-0022278
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 Despite the debate, there is limited evidence that suggests the Olympics cause a 

substantial increase in sex trafficking. Evidence from a BMC Public Health study that 

assessed whether changes in the demand and supply of paid sex occurred during the 2010 

World Cup in South Africa supports the argument that large sporting events do not cause 

an increase in sex trafficking (Richeter, Marlise, Stanley Luchters, Dudu Ndlovu, Marleen 

Temmerman, and Matthew Francis Chersich). One thing that is certain, though, is that the 

Olympics greatly disrupt the sex industry in host cities. We are able to see the negative 

effects of the Games on sex workers and the sex industry in Vancouver and London, and 

even how the 2016 Olympics are already influencing Rio de Janerio.  

 In order for the non-profit community to understand how the 2010 Olympics 

affected Vancouver’s sex industry, it is necessary to have background information on the 

city’s sex scene. Compared to the rest of Canada, Vancouver has a substantially higher 

crime rate (Andersen, Martin A., and William Tong 335). Prostitution is considered a part of 

the crime rate because, although prostitution is legal in Canada, almost all acts associated 

with prostitution are illegal (Hayes 1136). Illegal acts include: keeping, visiting or living in 

a brothel; selling sex out of your home; coercing others into prostitution; living off of 

prostitution; and communicating, or attempting to communicate, with someone with the 

intention of obtaining sexual services (Hayes 1136). The laws in place during the 

Vancouver Olympics made it difficult for prostitutes to legally operate, as well as made it 

complicated for law enforcement to take action against sex trafficking. In addition to the 

confusion regarding what is considered illegal activity and what is not, prostitution is also 

difficult to track because the prostitution rate greatly reflects the efforts of police to 

enforce laws (Andersen, Martin A., and William Tong 342).  
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 Since 2007, with increased international pressure and awareness regarding human 

trafficking, the Canadian government has slowly worked to increase efforts to fight 

trafficking (Hayes 1138). Canada took steps such as providing aftercare for victims and 

training law enforcement to detect trafficking (Hayes 1138). Prior to the 2010 Olympics, 

the Canadian government rejected proposals to further decriminalize prostitution, stating 

that they would instead focus on anti-trafficking initiatives (Hayes 1138). However, 

Canada’s commitment to combating trafficking failed to materialize, and the government 

was criticized for their inactivity (Hayes 1141). With the exception of one anti-trafficking 

bill that was not passed by the time of the Olympics, no other trafficking legislation was 

proposed or enacted leading up to the Games (Hayes 1139). By failing to fight trafficking 

during the Olympics, the Canadian government gave the impression that they do not view 

the Olympics as a threat with the potential of exacerbating trafficking.   

 With the Vancouver Olympics approaching, many Canadian citizens, advocates, and 

NGOs voiced their opinions regarding the intersection of trafficking and the Olympics. Pro-

legalization advocates fought for the decriminalization of prostitution prior to the 

Olympics, arguing that the Games would increase demand for prostitution, and that 

decriminalizing prostitution would ensure safe conditions for sex workers while they work 

to meet the demand (Hayes 1137). Other benefits of fully legalizing prostitution, they 

assert, include reducing the violence sex workers often face, as well as fostering local 

economic growth (Hayes 1137). Another set of citizens responded by forming a coalition, 

the Citizens Summit against Sex Slavery, and accused Vancouver’s Olympic Committee and 

the Canadian government of failing to protect at-risk youth and women from trafficking 

(Hayes 1137).  In anticipation of the Olympics, faith-based organizations, including the 
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Canadian Religious Conference and the Salvation Army, led trafficking awareness 

campaigns (Hayes 1139-1140). Their efforts included raising awareness about the reality 

of trafficking, and training volunteers to detect trafficking (Hayes 1140). John de Hass of 

the Vancouver police stated that, although “it wouldn’t make a lot of sense” for the 

Olympics to cause an increase in trafficking, the police would also launch an anti-trafficking 

campaign for the Games (Hayes 1140).  

 Because of the recent focus on the issue of sex trafficking at sporting events, some 

may be surprised to find that the Vancouver Olympics did not cause an increase in 

trafficking, evidenced by a University of British Columbia study (Cacciottolo). The study 

announced that, "despite sensationalized media coverage" prior to the Games, there was 

"no evidence in this study to support concerns of an influx of sex workers or reports of 

trafficking of women or girls" (Cacciottolo). Another study by Andresen, Martin, and Tong 

collected fifty months of crime data and found no proof that the Olympics had a widespread 

effect on crime, including prostitution, in Vancouver (354). However, the lack of increase in 

crime could be the result of around 15,000 additional military individuals, police officers, 

and security personnel being stationed in Vancouver during the Games (Andresen, Martin 

A., and William Tong 354). Therefore, it is hard to discern if the Olympics genuinely had no 

effect on local crime and prostitution, or if the increased amount of security offset potential 

crime.  

 Vancouver show us that, despite international scrutiny, the 2010 Games did not 

cause a surge in trafficking; however, because of the attention placed on trafficking at 

international sporting events, the Olympics give the host country the opportunity to prove 
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its commitment to combat trafficking (Hayes 1141).  The Games are a unique time where 

human rights issues can be re-thought by the government and re-engaged by policy makers 

(Black, David, and Shona Bezanson 1246). The Canadian government did not take 

advantage of this opportunity, and failed to show the international community that it is 

dedicated to protecting vulnerable youth and women.  

 The 2012 Summer Olympics were held in London, and London is similar to 

Vancouver in that prostitution is legal but many prostitution-related activities, including 

running a brothel and picking up prostitutes off the street, are illegal (“London Prostitutes 

'cleaned from the Streets’”).  Although prostitution is technically legal, all forms of 

trafficking in Britain are illegal, and traffickers may receive up to 14 years in prison if 

convicted (Evans 280). As the 2012 Olympics approached, there was additional concern 

about trafficking at the Games because Europe is one of the largest destinations for 

traffickers (Lyonnais).  

 Europe saw a rise in trafficking after the Soviet Union fell, with around ninety 

percent of victims coming from poorer countries in Central and Eastern Europe (Mameli 

67, 71).  Although sex trafficking victims seem to be common in London, it is difficult to 

know how prevalent sex trafficking is in the UK as a whole.  A UNICEF report estimates that 

there are currently around 5,000 child sex workers in the UK, with seventy-five percent of 

them being young girls (Evans 280). Yet for Europe as a whole, there are an estimated 

100,000-500,000 people trafficked into the continent every year (Evans 280). 

 Leading up to the Olympics, the streets of London saw an increase in prostitution, 

although this does not seem to be connected with the Games. An outreach service to sex 
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workers in London noted that within the past few years they have witnessed a significant 

increase in women selling sex (Neumann 9). Social workers propose that the recession, and 

the struggle to make ends meet, is a major factor in sending women back to the streets 

(Neumann 9).  Other effects of the recession on the sex industry in London include older 

women returning to sex work, and a decrease in demand from business men (Neumann 

11).  

 Background information on the sex industry in London will shed light on how the 

Olympics negatively impacted the city’s sex industry. In London, there is a clear distinction 

between on-street and off-street prostitution. Women working in on-street prostitution are 

often from the UK, are in poor health, have a history of prostitution-related activities, 

struggle with addiction, have mental health issues, have a history of abuse, and deal with 

chronic poverty and homelessness (Neumann 7-8). Whereas women working in off-street 

prostitution tend to have better health and living conditions, although this does not apply 

for victims of sex trafficking (Neumann 8). Victims of trafficking tend to work in off-street 

prostitution, which may be in order to keep them from escaping. Of off-street sex workers 

encountered by a local NGO, seventy-five percent were found to be undocumented 

immigrants (Neumann 8). In addition, violence is a daily reality for sex workers; and the 

majority of sex workers in the UK have reportedly experienced multiple assaults from 

clients (Penfold, Clarissa, Gillian Hunter, Rosie Campbell, and Leela Barham 367).  

 The 2012 Olympics began negatively impacting the local sex industry long before 

the Games began, largely because of the British government’s reaction to warnings of 

trafficking at their Olympics. Georgina Perry, who runs a local NGO, observed an increase in 

police activity regarding the sex industry in host neighborhoods (“London Prostitutes 
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'cleaned from the Streets’”). Sex workers also claim that laws have been enforced more 

strictly leading up to the Games, even though there seems to be little evidence supporting 

an increase in prostitution associated with the Olympics (Doward). In a span of 18 to 20 

months, police closed around 80 brothels in the neighborhood housing the Olympic 

stadium (Doward). However, London’s Metropolitan Police deny a connection between the 

raids and the Olympics (“London Prostitutes 'cleaned from the Streets’”). Despite the 

police’s denial, London’s mayor Boris Johnson publicly stated that he supports cracking 

down on prostitution, trafficking, and the sex industry as a whole in anticipation of the 

Olympics (“London Prostitutes 'cleaned from the Streets’”). Although the British 

government has taken steps to combat trafficking, there continues to be a lack of legal 

accountability for traffickers and protection for victims (Evans 280).  

 The London Games proved to take a detrimental toll on local sex workers by 

increasing their vulnerability. With the government tightening regulation of the sex 

industry, and increased brothel raids being conducted to clean up the city’s image, sex 

workers have become more marginalized and at-risk. Critics of brothel raids complain that 

raids drive sex workers away from a support network of social services; and research 

shows that crackdowns geographically displace sex workers, which intensifies their 

vulnerability (Doward; Penfold, Clarissa, Gillian Hunter, Rosie Campbell, and Leela Barham 

367). Brothel closures also often force prostitutes to work on-street, where conditions are 

much more volatile and dangerous (“London Prostitutes 'cleaned from the Streets’”). 

Supporting this, a study surveyed 110 sex workers from the UK and found that, as a result 

of increased police activity, sixty-five percent of sex workers worked longer hours, seventy-

one percent worked later into the night, and only two women stopped selling sex (Penfold, 
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Clarissa, Gillian Hunter, Rosie Campbell, and Leela Barham 367). The survey also found that 

increased police activity led prostitutes to work in more isolated and unfamiliar areas, and 

accept riskier clients (Penfold, Clarissa, Gillian Hunter, Rosie Campbell, and Leela Barham 

367). Activists fighting for the decriminalization of prostitution and for prostitute’s rights 

insist that, "London's sex workers need protection, not persecution” (Doward).  

 Brooke Magnanti is a call girl, author, and activist for sex worker’s rights in London 

(Doward). Magnanti voiced concerns to London’s mayor, stating that law enforcement 

tactics leading up to the Olympics undermine sex workers safety (Doward). The increased 

law enforcement also ended up deterring sex workers from reporting crimes committed 

against them, fostering a climate of fear (Doward). Some citizens believe that discouraging 

sex workers from reporting crime is a foolish and inadequate way to combat trafficking 

(Doward). Sex workers were especially frustrated with the crackdown, arguing that police 

always react to major sporting events in this manner, despite the lack of evidence 

supporting their actions (Doward). Although the Olympics are often thought of as 

increasing the demand for paid sex, many sex workers in London actually anticipated a 

decrease in business during the Games and planned to take time off (“London’s Prostitutes 

Cleaned’ from the Streets’”). 

 Another negative effect of the London Olympics was how they exacerbated housing 

situations for sex workers (Neumann 10). Like past Olympics, the London Games had a 

direct impact on housing situations in the city, which in turn impacted local citizens and sex 

workers (Watts). The Olympics caused issues such as rising housing rates, estate closures, 

and a lack of replacement housing (Neumann 10). These issues have the potential to cause 
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an increase in homelessness, and around twenty-two percent of women initially entered 

the sex industry while homeless or in transitory housing (Neumann 10).  

 The London Olympics are an example of how the Games disrupt and have a negative 

effect on the local sex industry. London’s Olympics did not increase or decrease the amount 

of trafficking into the city, or the demand for paid sex (Doward). The British government 

took a more proactive approach to combating trafficking at their Olympics then the 

Canadian government did during the Vancouver Games. The British government focused 

their anti-trafficking efforts on law enforcement, and leading up to the Games there was a 

significant crackdown on the sex industry, which included brothel raids and arrests. 

Although these actions were intended to combat trafficking, they resulted in more sex 

workers working in on-street prostitution, a dangerous and risky environment (“London 

Prostitutes 'cleaned from the Streets’”). Additionally, the crackdown drove sex workers 

farther away from social services, increased their vulnerability by marginalizing them, and 

deterred workers from reporting crimes (Doward). It is also shown that the London 

Olympics destabilized the housing conditions in London, which made sex workers more 

vulnerable to homelessness (Neumann 10). 

 When Rio de Janerio beat out the United States as the host of the 2016 Summer 

Olympic Games, Brazil erupted in a multi-day celebration. However, with the 

announcement came scrutiny over Rio, especially regarding the city’s crime and notorious 

prostitution. Brazil’s government has been working to correct Rio’s tainted image, as a city 

where the partying never stops, in hopes of becoming recognized as a strong economic 

power by the time of the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympics (Norris). As preparation 
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for the Games begin, Rio has taken harsh action against its prosperous sex industry 

(Ruvolo). This is not surprising, as Rio has a history of conflict with its sex workers 

whenever visitors come to town (Ruvolo).  Rio’s first red-light district was formed in 1920, 

the result of police forcing prostitutes to the outskirts of town for the King of Belgium’s 

visit; In 1968, this behavior was repeated when Queen Elizabeth II visited Rio and police 

entirely boarded up the red-light district (Ruvolo).  

 Red-light districts are common in Rio because prostitution is legal, as it is in 

Vancouver and London (Ruvolo). In Vancouver and London though, almost all acts 

associated with prostitution are illegal (Hayes 1136). In Rio, the situation is more 

complicated because prostitution is recognized as an official occupation, yet profiting from 

prostitution is a crime (Ruvolo). Prostitution laws also seem to be less strictly enforced in 

Rio, partly because corrupt government officials often accept bribes from brothel owners 

(Ruvolo). Even though the legal situation is complicated, prostitution in Rio is still less 

stigmatized, and more widespread, than in Vancouver or London. 

 The sex industry in Rio “caters to locals and foreigners alike,” and sex work ranges 

from high class escort services to “shuttered downtown brothels” (Norris). As is common in 

many developing countries, sex tourism is prevalent in Brazil as well, and around eighty 

percent of Rio’s tourists report frequenting sex establishments (Ruvolo). The demographic 

of prostitutes in Rio is also unique compared to previous host cities; many Brazilian 

prostitutes have had other jobs but choose prostitution because of the good pay (Norris). 

Still, other prostitutes continue to hold day jobs, and are sex workers by night (Barbassa). 

An example of this is Milena, a trained health technician, who chooses sex work because 
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she makes about four times a health technician’s salary by prostituting herself (Norris). 

Milena admits sex work is unsafe, but continues to choose it because it pays the bills 

(Norris).  

 With the World Cup this year, and the Olympics coming in 2016, the Brazilian 

government has begun to crackdown on the sex industry in hopes of improving Rio’s public 

image. Already, 24 sex establishments have been closed, and 33 more have been threatened 

with closure; reportedly the biggest crackdown on the sex industry in Rio in a generation 

(Ruvolo). The raids have targeted more expensive sex venues in the downtown area and in 

the touristy South Zone (Ruvolo). The warrant for the raids cited corruption and 

accusations of sex trafficking and drug trafficking, among other reasons (Ruvolo). The red-

light district of Praça Mauá is also planned for eviction, in order to clear the way for a 

renovation project, one of the many projects being carried out around Rio (Ruvolo). In 

addition to evictions, Brazil’s Tourism Ministry is also working to restore the country’s 

image by requesting certain websites stop promoting Brazil as a sex tourism destination 

(Ruvolo). It is clear that Rio’s officials are taking great strides to improve the city leading up 

to the Games, and the mayor of Rio, Eduardo Paes, voiced his optimism, saying that, “the 

city’s image is being transformed” (Ruvolo). 

 As the crackdown on Rio’s sex industry continues, activists for the decriminalization 

of prostitution are voicing opposition. Gabriela Leite, a former prostitute and activist, 

insists prostitution needs to be kept out in the open in order to be safely controlled, 

asserting that, “confinement means more exploitation because then it's hidden and that 

means more violation of human rights. You shouldn't hide prostitution just so that proper 
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society won't see it” (Norris). Another activist, architect Guilherme Ripardo, is working to 

design a new area of the city for sex workers (Norris). Ripardo believes that, "the mentality 

in Rio is to keep sex work hidden. […] it’s important to show that prostitution is something 

that happens, and it's not necessarily a problem." (Norris) 

 Although the sex industry is very prevalent in Rio, it is not realistic to assume that 

the Olympics will cause an increase in sex trafficking in the city. Studies often show that 

large sporting events do not increase trafficking on a massive scale (Cacciottolo). For 

example, in 2004 the city of Athens saw a slight increase in trafficked victims, but nowhere 

near the thousands of women that were predicted to be trafficked as a result of their Games 

(Cacciottolo). However, it will be interesting to watch as NGOs, advocates, citizens, and 

Brazil’s government continue to deal with the issue of Rio’s sex industry leading up to the 

2016 Games. 

 In conclusion, the Vancouver and London Olympics teach the non-profit community, 

and society as a whole, how to appropriately respond to the issue of sex trafficking at the 

Rio Games so as to not harm sex workers. Reports from the Vancouver and London 

Olympics prove that the Olympics do not cause a significant increase in sex trafficking. It is 

also clear that how the government responds to the issue has a great effect on sex workers, 

and has the potential to do great harm. In Vancouver, the government failed to show their 

commitment to protecting their citizens; in London, the government was pro-active and 

had good intentions, yet their efforts ended up doing more harm than good. Considering 

these results, the NGO community should not sensationalize the issue of sex trafficking at 

the Rio Games, but approach it realistically. Their efforts would be much more effective if 
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focused on protecting current sex workers, and advocating for anti-trafficking legislation 

that criminalizes johns and traffickers. Although some believe prostitution should be 

legalized, anti-trafficking NGOs should not advocate for the legalization of prostitution 

because new research by Cho, Dreher, and Neumayer shows that countries where 

prostitution is legal experience larger influxes of human trafficking (67). Another way 

NGOs can aid Rio is by protecting sex workers through providing social services and giving 

them a voice in society, given that they are some of the most vulnerable individuals in 

society. Furthermore, opposed to simply raiding brothels, government officials in Rio 

should act strategically, by funding social services and increasing sex workers’ access to 

health care, education, vocational training, and legal representation. If the non-profit 

community and the Brazilian government come together to protect Rio’s women and 

children, the 2016 Olympics will not harm local sex workers but be a successful event in 

which Brazil can take pride.  
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